Corrigendum

The Belgian Delegation to the Ninth Session of the GATT has requested the Executive Secretary to inform the CONTRACTING PARTIES that Annex III to the Second Annual Report of the Member States of the European Coal and Steel Community should be replaced by the following text:

**ANNEX III**

**MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE BELGIAN GOVERNMENT SINCE 1 SEPTEMBER 1953**

a) Royal order of 17 December 1953 embodying suspension of the collection of import duties on certain products referred to under the ECSC Treaty;

b) Royal order of 29 July 1954:
- embodying in the common market the special steels referred to under the ECSC Treaty
- fixing the rate applicable to unrestricted imports from third countries
- suspending the import duty on so-called electric sheets having a watt-loss not exceeding 0.75 watt;

c) Royal order of 16 September 1954 amending the wording of certain import tariff items to bring them into line with the common revised tariff nomenclature of the Member States of the ECSC;

d) Prohibition on exportation of bundles of iron and steel sheet scrap to third countries;

e) Application of a provisional régime of control of the country of destination for ECSC scrap transiting through Belgium, pending the preparation of a final régime.